
APP RATING RESEARCH & FEATURES



GOOGLE HOME
▸ Provides user a proper feedback mechanism. 

▸ Provides user device specific support. 

▸ Option for attachment & system logs for clarity.

COMPETITIVE RESEARCH



ALEXA

▸ Engages the user with their issues & feedback 

▸ Provides multiple channels for support.



 MI HOME

▸ Direct user response to 
feedback rather than rating 
when user is unsatisfied. 

▸ Inclusion of FAQs for 
frequent issues.



SAMSUNG SMART THINGS

▸ Categorised FAQs 

▸ Device specific support. 

▸ Multi channel support.



LG THINK Q

▸ Pre populated options for specific products when sending a 
feedback. 

▸ History of issues. 

▸ Simple single screen UI.



PLAY STORE RESPONSES - MIRAIE
▸ We write the same automated response to every user. 

▸ User has already written a description of the issue 
however we again ask for details.



PLAY STORE RESPONSES - GOOGLE HOME, SAMSUNG SMART THINGS APPS

Google HomeSamsung

▸ Responses are conversational and specific to the user & 
the issues. 

▸ Relatively interactive & more engagement with the user 
to provide the resolution of the issues.



POINTS FROM COMPETITIVE & UX RESEARCH

▸ Provide an option for quick feedback to direct issues and negative responses from the users 

▸ Make users understand that their feedback will improve app experience. 

▸ Open a dialogue with user, make it a conversational 

▸ Analyse if & when app is facing issues in main modules and ask for feedback rather than rating.  

▸ Do not copy paste response on app store/play store. Write specific responses taking users name.



GENERAL

ASKING FOR RATING

▸ Rating requests should never interrupt or annoy the users in the tasks. 

▸ Ask for rating when user has used the app for 2-3 weeks or achieved 5-7 launches. 

▸ Ask for rating when user has completed some happy flow & task about to exit the app.



GENERAL

WHEN NOT TO ASK FOR RATING

▸ There has been a crash in last 6-7 days. 

▸ User has already reviewed the app in last 30-40 days. 

▸ User has skipped rating 2-3 times.



RATING FEATURE 1: DIALOGUE BOX 

▸ App should prompt user based on AI logic of happy flows  in accordance 
with the points mentioned earlier in “asking for rating”. Scenarios might 
be: 

▸ 3-4 seconds after wash cycle is complete. 

▸ 3-4 seconds after user has customised the sleep profile. 

▸ 3-4 seconds after user has adjusted fridge temperatures or modes.
Skip Rate us

Hi Vishal, enjoyoing the app?
 Please tell us about your experience and

rate us at play store!



RATING FEATURE 2:  QUICK FEEDBACK MECHANISM IN APP SETTINGS

▸ Quick email feedback option in settings. 

▸ System logs & screenshots for analytics or 
clarity for fixing the issue fast. 

▸ Easily selectable list of devices facing the 
problem. 

▸ Thanking the user after the feedback. 

▸ Including the option for rating in settings 
for easy discoverability when user is 
satisfied and want to rate/review.


